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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

The MapReduce programming model provides an easy way to
execute pleasantly parallel applications. Many data-intensive life
science applications fit this programming model and benefit from
the scalability that can be delivered using this model. One such
application is AutoDock, which consists of a suite of automated
tools for predicting the bound conformations of flexible ligands to
macromolecular targets.
However, researchers also need
sufficient computation and storage resources to fully enjoy the
benefit of MapReduce. For example, a typical AutoDock based
virtual screening experiment usually consists of a very large
number of docking processes from multiple ligands and is often
time consuming to run on a single MapReduce cluster. Although
commercial clouds can provide virtually unlimited computation
and storage resources on-demand, due to financial, security and
possibly other concerns, many researchers still run experiments on
a number of small clusters with limited number of nodes that
cannot unleash the full power of MapReduce. In this paper, we
present a hierarchical MapReduce framework that gathers
computation resources from different clusters and run MapReduce
jobs across them. The global controller in our framework splits
the data set and dispatches them to multiple “local” MapReduce
clusters, and balances the workload by assigning tasks in
accordance to the capabilities of each cluster and of each node.
The local results are then returned back to the global controller for
global reduction. Our experimental evaluation using AutoDock
over MapReduce shows that our load-balancing algorithm makes
promising workload distribution across multiple clusters, and thus
minimizes overall execution time span of the entire MapReduce
execution.

Life science applications are often both compute intensive and
data intensive. They consume large amount of CPU cycles while
processing massive data sets that are either in large group of small
files or naturally splittable. These kinds of applications ideally fit
in the MapReduce programming model. MapReduce uses a
different model from the traditional HPC model. It does not
distinguish computation nodes and storage nodes. Each node is
responsible for both computation and storage. Obvious
advantages include better fault tolerance, scalability and data
locality scheduling. The MapReduce model has been applied to
life science applications by many researchers. Qiu et al. [14]
describe their work to implement various clustering algorithm
using MapReduce.
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AutoDock [12] is a suite of automated docking tools for
predicting the bound conformations of flexible ligands to
macromolecular targets. It is designed to predict how small
molecules of substrates or drug candidates bind to a receptor of
known 3D structure. Running AutoDock requires several predocking steps, e.g., ligand and receptor preparation, and grid map
calculations, before the actual docking process can take place.
There are desktop GUI tools for processing the individual
AutoDock steps, such as AutoDockTools (ADT) [12] and BDT
[18], but they do not have the capability to efficiently process
thousands to millions of docking processes. Ultimately, the goal
of a docking experiment is to illustrate the docked result in the
context of macromolecule, explaining the docking in terms of the
overall energy landscape. Each AutoDock calculation results in a
docking log file containing information about the best docked
ligand conformation found from each of the docking runs
specified in the docking parameter file (dpf). The results can then
be summarized interactively using the desktop tools such as
AutoDockTools or with a python script. A typical AutoDock run
consists of a large number of docking processes from multiple
targeted ligands and would take a large amount of time to finish.
However, the docking processes are data independent, so if
several CPU cores are available, these processes can be carried
out in parallel to shorten the overall length of AutoDock run
duration.
Cloud computing can provide virtually unlimited computational
and storage resources as needed. With the correct application
model and implementation, clouds enable applications to scale out
with relative ease. Because of the “pleasantly parallel” nature of
the MapReduce programming model, it has become a dominant
model for deploying and executing applications in a cloud, and
AutoDock certainly fits well for MapReduce. However, many
researchers still shun away from clouds for different reasons. For
example, some researchers may not feel comfortable letting their

data sit in shared storage space with users worldwide, while others
may have large amounts of data and computation that would be
financially too expensive to move into the cloud. It is more
typical for a researcher to have access to several research clusters
hosted at his/her lab or institute. These clusters usually consist of
only a few nodes, and the nodes in one cluster may be very
different from those in another cluster in terms of various
specifications including CPU frequency, number of cores, cache
size, memory size, and storage capacity. Commonly a MapReduce
framework is deployed in a single cluster to run jobs, but any such
individual cluster does not provide enough resources to deliver
significant performance gain. For example, at Indiana University
we have access to IU Quarry, FutureGrid [4], and Teragrid [16]
clusters but each cluster imposes limit on the maximum number
of nodes a user can uses at any time. If these isolated clusters can
work together, they collectively become more powerful.
Unfortunately, users cannot directly throw a MapReduce
framework such as Hadoop on top of these clusters to form a
single larger MapReduce cluster. Typically the internal nodes of a
cluster are not directly reachable from outside. However,
MapReduce requires the master node to directly communicate
with any slave node, which is also one of the reasons why
MapReduce frameworks are usually deployed within a single
cluster. Therefore, one challenge is to make multiple clusters act
collaboratively as one so it can more efficiently run MapReduce.
There are two possible approaches to address this challenge. One
is to unify the underlying physical clusters as a single virtual
cluster by adding a special infrastructure layer, and run
MapReduce on top of this virtual cluster. The other is to make the
MapReduce framework directly working with multiple clusters
without needing additional special infrastructure layers.
We propose a hierarchical MapReduce framework which takes
the second approach to gather isolated cluster resources into a
more capable one for running MapReduce jobs. Kavulya et al.
characterize MapReduce jobs into four categories based on their
execution patterns: map-only, map-mostly, shuffle-mostly, and
reduce-mostly, and also find that 91% of the MapReduce jobs
they have surveyed fall into the map-only and map-mostly
categories [9]. Our framework partitions and distributes
MapReduce jobs from these two categories (map-only and mapmostly) into multiple clusters to perform map-intensive
computation, and collects and combines the outputs in the global
node. Our framework also achieves load-balancing by assigning
different task loads to different clusters based on the cluster size,
current load, and specifications of the nodes.
We have
implemented the prototype framework using Apache Hadoop.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
some related works. Section 3 gives an overview of our
hierarchical MapReduce framework. Section 4 presents more
details on the application of AutoDock using MapReduce. Section
5 gives experiment setup and result analysis. The conclusion and
future work are given in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORKS
Researchers have put significant efforts to the easy submission
and optimal scheduling of massive parallel jobs in clusters, grids,
and clouds. Conventional job schedulers, such as Condor [11],
SGE [5], PBS [7], LSF [22], etc., aim to provide highly optimized
resource allocation, job scheduling, and load balancing, within a
single cluster environment. On the other hand, grid brokers and
metaschedulers, e.g., Condor-G [3], CSF [2], Nimrod/G[1],
GridWay [8], provide an entry point to multi-cluster grid

environments. They enable transparent job submission to various
distributed resource management systems, without worrying about
the locality of execution and available resources there. With
respect to the application of AutoDock, our earlier efforts
presented at National Biomedical Computation Resource (NBCR)
[13] Summer Institute 2009, addressed the performance issue of
massive docking processes by distributing the jobs to the grid
environment. We used the CSF4 [2] meta-scheduler to split
docking jobs to heterogeneous clusters where these jobs were
handled by local job schedulers including LSF, SGE and PBS.
Clouds give users virtually unlimited, on-demand resources for
computation and storage. Attributed to its ease of executing
pleasantly parallel applications, MapReduce has become a
dominant programming model for running applications in a cloud.
Researchers are discovering new ways to make MapReduce easier
to deploy and manage, more efficient and scalable, and also more
able to accomplish complex data processing tasks. Hadoop On
Demand (HOD) [6] uses the TORQUE resource manager [15] to
provision and manage independent MapReduce and HDFS
instances on shared physical nodes. The authors of [20] have
identified some fundamental performance limitation issues in
Hadoop and in the MapReduce model in general which make job
response time unacceptably long when multiple jobs are
submitted; by substituting their own scheduler implementation,
they are able to overcome these limitations and improve the job
throughput. CloudBATCH [21] is a prototype job queuing
mechanism for managing and dispatching MapReduce jobs and
commandline serial jobs in a uniform way. Traditionally a cluster
must separate MapReduce-enabled nodes because they are
dedicated to MapReduce jobs and cannot run serial jobs. But
CloudBATCH uses HBase to keep various metadata on each job
and also uses Hadoop to wrap commandline serial jobs as
MapReduce jobs, so that both types of jobs can be executed using
the same set of cluster nodes. The Map-Reduce-Merge is
extended from the conventional MapReduce model to accomplish
common relational algebra operations over distributed
heterogeneous data sets [19]. In this extension, the Merge phase
is a new concept that is more complex than the regular Map and
Reduce phases, and requires the learning and understanding of
several new components, including partition selector, processors,
merger, and configurable iterators. This extension also modifies
the standard MapReduce phase to expose data sources to support
some relational algebra operations in the Merge phase.
Sky Computing [10] provides end user a virtual cluster
interconnected with ViNe [17] across different domains. It aims to
bring convenience by hiding the underlying details of the physical
clusters. However, this transparency may cause unbalanced
workload if a job is dispatched over heterogeneous compute nodes
among different physical domains.
Our hierarchical MapReduce framework, aims to enable map-only
and map-most jobs to be run across a number of isolated clusters
(even virtual clusters), so these isolated resources can collectively
provide a more powerful resource for the computation. It can
easily achieve load-balance because the different clusters are
visible to the scheduler in our framework.

3. HIERARCHICAL MAPREDUCE
The hierarchical MapReduce framework we present in this paper
consists of two layers. The top layer has a global controller that
accepts user submitted MapReduce jobs and distributes them
across different local cluster domains. Upon receiving a user job,
the global controller divides the job into sub-jobs according to the

capability of each local cluster. If the input data has not been
deployed onto the cluster already, the global controller also
partitions input data proportionally to the sub-jobs, and sends
them to these clusters. After the jobs are all finished on all
clusters, the global controller collects the outputs to perform a
final reduction using the global reducer which is also supplied by
the user. The bottom layer consists of multiple local clusters that
each receives sub-jobs and input data partitions from the global
controller, performs local MapReduce computation and sends
results back to the global controller.
Although on the surface our framework may appear structurally
similar to the Map-Reduce-Merge model presented in [19], our
framework is very different in nature. As discussed in the related
work section, the Merge phase introduced in the Map-ReduceMerge model is a new concept which is different and more
complex than the conventional Map and Reduce, and
programmers implementing jobs under this model must not only
learn this new concept along with the components required by it,
but also need to modify the Mappers and Reducers to expose data
source. Our framework, on the other hand, strictly uses the
conventional Map and Reduce, and a programmer just needs to
supply two Reducers – one local Reducer, and one global Reducer
– instead of just one for the regular MapReduce. The only
requirement is that the programmer must make sure that the
formats of the local Reducer output keys/value pairs match those
of the global Reducer input key/value pairs. However, if the job is
map-only, the programmer does not need to supply any reducers,
and the global controller simply collects the map results from all
clusters and places them under a common directory.

3.1 Architecture
Figure 1 is a high-level architecture diagram of our hierarchical
MapReduce framework. The top layer in our framework is the
global controller, which consists of a job scheduler, a data
transferer, a workload collector, and a use-supplied global
reducer. The bottom layer consists of multiple clusters for running
the distributed local MapReduce jobs, where each cluster has a
MapReduce master node with a workload reporter and a job
manager. The compute nodes inside each of the cluster are not
accessible from the outside.

balance by ensuring that all clusters will finish their portion of the
job in roughly the same time. The global controller also partitions
the input data in proportion to the sub-job sizes if the input data
have not been deployed before-hand. The data transferer would
transfer the user supplied MapReduce jar and job configuration
files with the input data partitions to the clusters. As soon as the
data transfer finishes for a particular cluster, the job scheduler at
the global controller notifies the job manager of that cluster to
start the local MapReduce job. Since data transfer is very
expensive, we recommend that users only use the global
controller to transfer data when the size of input data is small and
the time spent for transferring the data is insignificant compared
to the computation time. For large data sets, it would be more
efficient and effective deploy them before-hand, so that the jobs
get the full benefit of parallelization and the overall time does not
get dominated by data transfer. After the local sub-jobs are
finished on a local cluster, if the application requires, the clusters
will transfer the output back to the global controller. Upon
receiving all the output data from all local clusters, the global
reducer will be invoked to perform the final reduction task, unless
the original job is map-only.

3.2 Programming Model
The programming model of our hierarchical MapReduce
framework is the “Map-Reduce-Global Reduce” model where
computations are expressed as three functions: Map, Reduce, and
Global Reduce. We use the term “Global Reduce” to distinguish it
from the “local” Reducer, but conceptually as well as
syntactically, a Global Reducer is just another conventional
Reducer. Users of our framework implement the three functions
as a Mapper, a Reducer, and a Global Reducer, and submit the jar
to the global controller. The Mapper, just as a conventional
Mapper does, takes an input pair and produces an intermediate
key/value pair; likewise, the Reducer, just as a conventional
Reducer does, takes an intermediate input key and a set of
corresponding values produced by the Map task, and outputs a
different set of key/value pairs. Both the Mapper and the Reducer
are executed on local clusters. The Global Reducer is also a
conventional Reducer, except that it is executed on the global
controller using the output from the local clusters. For map-only
jobs, the programmer does not need to supply any reducers, and
the global controller simply collects the map results from all
clusters and places them under a common directory. Table 1 lists
these 3 functions and also the input and output data types. The
formats of the local Reducers output keys/value pairs must match
those of the Global Reducer input key/value pairs.
Table 1. Input and output types of Map, Reduce, and Global
Reduce functions

Figure 1. Hierarchical MapReduce Architecture
When a user submits a MapReduce job to the global controller,
the job scheduler splits the job into a number of sub-jobs and
assigns them to each local cluster based on several factors,
including the current workload reported by the workload reporter
from each local cluster, as well as the capability of individual
nodes making up each cluster. This is done to achieve load-
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Figure 2 uses a tree-like structure to show the data flow sequence
among the Map, Reduce, and Global Reduce function. In this
diagram, the root node is the global controller on which the
Global Reduce takes place, and the leaf nodes represent local
clusters that perform the Map and Reduce functions. The circled
numbers shown in Figure 2 indicate the order in which the steps
occur, and the arrows indicate the directions in which the data sets
(key/value pairs) flow. A job is submitted into the system in Step

1, and then the input key/valuee pairs are passeed from the roott node
((global controlller) to the child nodes (local cluusters) in Step 2,
2 and
aalso Map tasks are launched aat the local clustters where eachh Map
cconsumes an input key/valuue pair and produces a set of
iintermediate keey/value pairs. In Step 3, thee set of intermeediate
ppairs are passedd to the Reduce tasks, which are also launchhed at
tthe local clusteers. Each Reduuce task consum
mes an intermeediate
kkey with a set oof correspondinng values, and produces
p
yet annother
sset of key/valuee pairs as outpuut. In Step 4, the local reduce ooutput
aare send back to the global controller to perform the G
Global
R
Reduce task. The Global Reduuce task takes in
i a key and a set of
ccorresponding values
v
that weree originally prooduced from thee local
R
Reducers, perfoorms the compuutation, and prooduces the outpput in
S
Step 5.
T
Theoretically, tthe model we prresent can be exxtended to moree than
jjust two hierarcchical layers, i.ee. the tree struccture in Figure 2 can
hhave more deptth by turning the non-leaf clustters into intermeediate
ccontrollers simiilar to the globaal controller andd each would fu
further
ddivide its assiggned jobs and ruun them on its own set of children
cclusters. But for
fo all practical purposes, we ddo not see a neeed for
m
more than two layers for the fforeseeable futuure, because it could
iincrease the coomplexity as weell as the overhhead introducedd with
eeach additional layer. If a reseearcher has a laarge number of small
cclusters availabble, it is most likely more effiicient to use theem to
ccreate a broaderr bottom layer tthan to increase the depth.

Maappers currentlly running on
;
be
thee number of avaailable Mapperss that can be addded for executtion
on
;
be tthe total numberr of CPU Coress on
, wheree i is the clusterr number, and i ∈ 1, . . . , n . W
We
alsso use
to deefine how manyy map tasks a usser assigns to eaach
corre, that is,
((1)
Noormally we set
1 in thhe local MapReeduce clusters for
com
mputation intennsive jobs, so wee get
(2)
For simplicity, lett
((3)
fr
(4) where the
Thhe weight of eacch sub-job can be calculated from
facctor
is the computing pow
wer of each clusster, e.g., the CPU
C
speeed, memory siize, storage cappacity, etc. The actual
varries
deppending on the characteristics of the jobs, i.e.., whether they are
com
mputation intennsive or I/O inteensive
((4)

∑

bbe the total num
mber of Map tassks for a particuular
Let
jobb x, which can be calculated from the numbber of keys in the
inpput to the Map tasks, and
be thhe number of M
Map
tassks to be scheduuled to
for job x, so that
((5)
Affter partitioningg the MapReduuce job to Subb-MapReduce joobs
usiing equation (5), we number tthe data items oof the datasets and
a
moove the data items accordinglyy, either from gglobal controllerr to
loccal clusters, or ffrom local clusteer to local clustter.

Figure 2. Proogramming Moodel

33.3 Job Sccheduling and Data Paartitioning
T
The main challenge of our woork is how to baalance the workkloads
aamong each loocal MapReducce cluster, whicch is closely tiied to
hhow the datasetts are partitionedd.
T
The input datasset for a particuular MapReducce job may be either
ssubmitted by thhe user to the gllobal controller before executioon, or
ppre-deployed onn the local clussters and is expposed via a mettadata
ccatalog to the user
u
who runs the MapReducee job. The scheeduler
oon the global controller
c
takes into considerattion the data loocality
w
when partitioninng the datasets and scheduling the job.
IIn this paper, w
we focus on thhe situation whhere input dataaset is
ssubmitted by thhe user. If the user manually split the dataseet and
rrun separate sub-jobs on diffferent clusterss, it would be time
cconsuming andd error-prone. Our global coontroller is abble to
aautomatically count
c
the totall number of records
r
in the input
ddataset using user-implemente
u
ed InputFormatt and RecordReeader,
aand divides thee dataset and assigns the correcct number of reecords
tto each cluster.
W
We make the assumption thaat all map taskks of a MapReduce
aapplication are computation inntensive and takke approximately the
ssame amount of
o time to run – this is a reasoonable assumptiion as
w
we will see inn the next secttion that running AutoDock using
M
MapReduce ddisplays exactlly this kind of behavior. The
sscheduling algoorithm we use ffor our framewoork is as follow
ws. Let
be the maxim
mum number of Mappers that can
c be
rrun concurrentlly on
be the numbber of
;

4. AUTODO
OCK MAPR
REDUCE
Wee apply the MaapReduce paraddigm to the AutooDock applicattion
usiing the hierarrchical MapReeduce framewoork to prove the
feaasibility of our aapproach. We ttake the outputss of AutoGrid (oone
toool in the AutooDock suite) aas input to thee AutoDock. T
The
keyy/value pairs off the input of thee Map tasks aree ligand names and
a
thee location of ligand files. We designed a simplle input file form
mat
forr AutoDock M
MapReduce jobs. Each inpuut record, whhich
conntains 7 fields sshown in Table 2, corresponds to a map task.
T
Table
2. AutoDoock MapReducce input fields aand description
ns
Field
d

Desscription

ligand_nname

Name oof the ligand

autodockk_exe

Path to AutooDock executabble

input_ffiles

Input filess of AutoDock

output__dir

Output directtory of AutoDoock

autodock_paarameters

AutoDocck parameters

summarizze_exe

Path to suummarize script

summarize_parameters

Summarize script parameteers

For our AutoDocck MapReducee, the Map, Reeduce, and Gloobal
Reeduce functions are implementeed as follows:
1) Map: The Mapp task takes a liggand to run thee AutoDock binnary
exeecutable againstt a shared recepptor, and then ruuns a Python scrript

ssummarize_resuult4.py to outpuut the lowest eenergy result ussing a
cconstant interm
mediate key.
22) Reduce: Thee Reduce task taakes all the valuues correspondiing to
tthe constant inttermediate key and sorts the vvalues by the eenergy
ffrom low to higgh, and outputss the sorted results to a file ussing a
llocal reducer inntermediate key..
33) Global Reduuce: The Globall Reduce finallyy takes all the vvalues
oof the local redducer intermeddiate key, sorts and combines them
iinto a single filee by the energy from low to higgh.

55. EVALU
UATIONS
W
We evaluate our model by
b prototypingg a Hadoop based
hhierarchical MaapReduce systeem. The system
m is written inn Java
aand Shell scrippts. We use sshh and scp scrippts to finish thee data
sstage-in and staage-out. On thee local clusters’ side, the worrkload
rreporter is a component thhat exposes Hadoop
H
cluster load
iinformation acccessed by globaal scheduler. Ouur original design was
tto make it a seeparate program
m without touching Hadoop ssource
ccode. Unfortuunately, Hadooop does not expose the load
iinformation wee need to exteernal applicatioons, and we hhad to
m
modify Hadoopp code to add an additional ddaemon that coollects
lload data by usiing Hadoop Javva APIs.
IIn our evaluatioon, we use seveeral clusters inclluding the IU Q
Quarry
ccluster and two clusters in FutuureGrid. IU Quarry is a classicc HPC
ccluster which has
h several loginn nodes that aree publicly acceessible
ffrom outside. A
After a user loogins, he/she can
c do variouss jobrrelated tasks, inncluding job suubmission, job status query annd job
ccancellation. Thhe computation nodes howeverr, cannot be acccessed
ffrom outside. Several
S
distributted file systemss (Lustre, GPFS
S) are
m
mounted to each computation nnode for storingg input data acccessed
bby the jobs. FuutureGrid partitiions the physicaal cluster into seeveral
pparts, and eachh of which proovides a differrent testbed suuch as
E
Eucalyptus, Nim
mbus, and HPC
C.
M
MapReduce usses a different model from tthe traditional HPC
m
model. It doess not distinguissh computationn nodes and sttorage
nnodes. Each node is responsiblle for both compputation and stoorage.
O
Obvious advanttages include bbetter fault tolerrance, scalabilitty and
ddata locality schheduling.
T
To deploy Haddoop to traditioonal HPC clusteers, we first usse the
bbuilt-in job sccheduler (PBS) to allocate nodes. To baalance
m
maintainability and performannce, we install the
t Hadoop proogram
iin shared directtory while storee data in local ddirectory, because the
H
Hadoop prograam (Java jar fi
files, etc.) is looaded only oncce by
H
Hadoop daemoons whereas the HDFS data iis accessed muultiple
ttimes.

Coonsidering AutooDock being a C
CPU-intensive aapplication, we set
m number of m
map
1 per secttion 3.3 so thaat the maximum
tassks on each nodde is equal to thhe number of ccores on the noode.
Thhe version of AuutoDock we use is 4.2 which is the latest staable
verrsion. The gloobal controller does not caree about low-leevel
exeecution detailss because our local job managers hide the
com
mplexity.
In our experimentts, we use 6,0000 ligands and 1 receptor. Onee of
thee most importaant configuratioon parameters iis ga_num_evalls num
mber of evaluaations. The larrger its value iis, the higher the
proobability that bbetter results may
m be obtainedd. Based on prrior
expperiences, the gga_num_evals iis typically set from 2,500,0000 to
5,0000,000. We connfigure it to 2,5500,000 in our eexperiments.

Figure 3: Num
mber of running map tasks foor an Autodock
k
MapReducce instance
Figgure 3 plots the number of runnning map tasks within one clusster
durring the job execution. The clluster has 20 daata nodes and ttask
traackers, so the maximum
m
numbber of running map tasks at any
a
mooment is 20 * 8 = 160. From
m the plot, wee can see that the
num
mber of runniing map tasks quickly grow
ws to 160 in the
begginning and sttays approximaately constant for a long tim
me.
Toowards the endd of job execuution, it drops to a small vaalue
quiickly (roughly 0 - 5). Noticce there is a ttail near the end,
e
inddicating that noode usage ratio is low. At this moment, if new
n
MaapReduce tasks come in, the avvailable mapperrs will be occuppied
by those new taskks.
Table 4. MapR
Reduce executiion time on diffferent clusterss
undeer different number of map ttasks.

W
We use three cclusters for evaaluations – IU Quarry, FuturreGrid
H
Hotel and FuturreGrid Alamo. E
Each cluster haas 21 nodes. Thhey all
rrun Linux 2.6.18 SMP. W
Within each cluster, one nodee is a
ddedicated masster node (HD
DFS namenodde and MapReduce
jjobtracker) andd other nodes are data nodess and task tracckers.
E
Each node inn these clusteers has an 88-core CPU.
The
sspecifications of
o these cluster nodes
n
are listedd in Table 3.

Number of
M
Map Tasks
P Cluster
Per

Table 3. Clusterr Node Specificcations.

Execution
n Time on Thrree Clusters
Hotel
Alamo
Quarry
(seconds)
(seconds)
(seconds)

100

1004

821

1179

500

1763

1771

2529

1000

2986

2962

4370

Cluster

CPU

Cach
he size

Mem
mory

1500

4304

4251

6344

Hotel

Inntel Xeon 2.93G
GHz

81922KB

24G
GB

2000

5942

5849

8778

Alamo

Inntel Xeon 2.67G
GHz

81922KB

12G
GB

Quarry

Inntel Xeon 2.33G
GHz

61444KB

16G
GB

Tesst Case 1:
Ouur first test casee is a base test ccase without invvolving the Gloobal
Coontroller to findd out how eacch of our locall Hadoop clustters

pperforms undeer different nnumbers of m
map tasks. Wee ran
A
AutoDock in thhe Hadoop to process 100, 500,
5
1000, 15000 and
22000 ligand/recceptor pairs in eeach of the threee clusters. See Table
4 for results.
A
As is reflectedd in Figure 4, the total exeecution time vss. the
nnumber of mapp tasks in test case 1 on eachh cluster is cloose to
llinear, regardless of the startupp overhead of tthe MapReducee jobs.
T
The total execuution time of thee jobs running oon the Quarry cluster
c
iis approximatelly 50% slower than running on
o Alamo and H
Hotel.
T
The main reasoon is that nodess of the Quarryy cluster have slower
s
C
CPUs comparedd with that of A
Alamo and Hotel.

Ass we can see frrom Figure 5, tthe data stage-iin procedure taakes
13.88 to 17.3 secoonds to finish, while
w
the data sttage-out proceddure
takkes 2.28 to 2.522 seconds to fiinish. The Alam
mo cluster takees a
litttle longer to traansfer the data bbut the differennce is insignificcant
com
mpare to the relatively longg duration of local MapReduuce
exeecutions.

wo-way data moovement cost oof -weighted
Figure 5. Tw
partitioned datasets:
d
local MapReduce
M
in
nput and their
outp
puts

Figure 4. Loccal cluster Map
pReduce executtion time based
d on
different num
mber of map taasks.
Test Case 2:
O
Our second teest case show
ws the perform
mance of execcuting
M
MapReduce jobbs with -weighhted partitioned datasets on diffferent
cclusters, whichh is based on thhe following paarameters setupp. For
eequation (4) frrom section 3.3, we set
, where C is a
cconstant, and i ∈ 1, 2, 3 foor our three clussters. Our calcuulation
sshows 1
160, given no MapReduce jobbs are
2
3
rrunning beforeehand. Thereffore, the weigght of map tasks
ddistribution on each cluster is
1
1/3.
We then eqqually
ppartition the dataset (apart frrom shared dattaset) into 3 ppieces,
sstage the datta together w
with the jar eexecutable andd job
cconfiguration fi
file to local clussters for execution in parallel. After
tthe local MapR
Reduce execution, the output files will be sstaged
bback to the global controller ffor the final gloobal reduce. Figgure 5
sshows the dataa movement ccost in the staage-in and stagge-out
ccontexts.
T
The input dataaset of AutoDoock contains 1 receptor and 6000
lligands. The reeceptor is descrribed as a set oof approximateely 20
ggridmap files totaling
t
35MB in size, and thhe 6000 ligandds are
sstored in 60000 separate directories, each
e
of whicch is
aapproximately 5-6 KB large. In addition, thhe executable jaar and
jjob configuratioon file togetherr has a total of 300KB in size. For
eeach cluster, the global coontroller createes a 14MB ttarball
ccontaining 1 rreceptor file sset, 2000 ligannds directoriess, the
eexecutable jar, and job configguration files, all compressedd, and
ttransfers it too the destinatiion cluster, w
where the tarbaall is
ddecompressed. We call this gloobal-to-local prrocedure “data sstageiin.” Similarly, w
when the local MapReduce joobs finish, the ooutput
ffiles together w
with control files (typically 3000-500KB in size) are
ccompressed intto a tarball annd transferred back to the gglobal
ccontroller. We ccall this local-too-global proceddure “data stage-out.”

Thhe time it takess to run 2000 map tasks on each of the loocal
MaapReduce clusteers varies due too the different sspecification of the
cluusters. The local MapReduce execution maakespan, includding
datta movement coosts (both data stage-in and sttage-out) is shoown
in Figure 6. The H
Hotel and Alam
mo clusters take similar amountt of
tim
me to finish their jobs, but
b
the Quarrry cluster taakes
appproximately 3,0000 more secondds to finish, aboout 50% more thhan
Hootel and Alamo. The Global R
Reduce task is only
o
invoked affter
all the local resultts are ready in the global contrroller, and it takes
onlly 16 seconds tto finish. Thus,, the relatively poor performannce
on Quarry becomees the bottlenecck on the currennt job distributioon.

F
Figure 6. Locall MapReduce tturnaround tim
me of -weighteed
datassets, including data movemen
nt cost
Tesst Case 3:
In our third test ccase, we evaluaate the perform
mance of executting
-weeighted partitiooned datasets on
MaapReduce jobss with
diffferent clusters,, which is baseed on the following setup. Frrom
tesst cases 1 and 2, we have obserrved that althouugh all clusters are
asssigned the samee number of com
mpute nodes annd cores to proccess
thee same amount of data, they taake significantlyy different amoount
of time to finishh. Among the three clusters,, Quarry is muuch
mo and Hotel. T
The specificationns of the cores on
sloower than Alam
Quuarry, Alamo aand Hotel are Intel(R) Xeon((R) E5410 2GH
Hz,
Inttel(R) Xeon(R) X5550 2.67GH
Hz, and Intel(R
R) Xeon(R) X55570

22.93GHz, respeectively. The innverse ratio of CPU frequencyy and
tthat of processiing time match rroughly. So wee hypothesize thhat the
ddifference in prrocessing time is mainly due to the differentt core
ffrequencies, therefore, it is nnot enough to merely
m
factor iin the
nnumber of coores for load balancing, annd the compuutation
ccapabilities off each core arre also importaant. We refinee our
sscheduling poliicy to add CPU
U frequency as a factor to set
.
H
Here we set 1
2.93 for H
Hotel, 2
2
2.67
for Alamoo, and
3
2 for Q
Quarry. As is for test case 2, we again have
ccalculated 1
160, given no MapReducee jobs
2
3
aare running beeforehand. Thuus, the weights are
1
0
0.3860,
2
0.350
05, and
3
0.2635 for
H
Hotel, Alamo, and Quarry respectively. T
The dataset iss also
ppartitioned accoording to the new weight. Tabble 5 shows how the
ddataset is partitiioned.
Table 5. Num
mber of Map Tasks
T
and MapR
Reduce Executtion
Time on Each Cluster
Cluster

Number of Map
M Tasks

Hotel

23166

Exxecution Time
(Seconds)
5915

Alamo

21033

5888

Quarry

15811

6395

F
Figure 7 showss the data moveement cost in thhe weighted parrtition
sscenario. The vvariations in thee size of tarballl different numbber of
lligands sets aree quite small, w
which is smallerr than 2MB. A
As we
ccan see from thhe graph, the daata stage-in proccedure takes 12.34 to
17.64 seconds tto finish, whilee the data stagee-out procedure takes
22.2 to 2.6 secoonds to finish. Alamo takes a little bit longger to
ttransfer the datta but the differrence is also innsignificant giveen the
rrelatively long duration of loccal MapReduce executions as iin the
pprevious test caase.

Fiigure 8. Local MapReduce tu
urnaround tim
me of -weightted
nt cost
datassets, including data movemen

6. CONCLU
USION AND
D FUTURE
E WORK
In this paper, w
we have presennted a hierarchhical MapReduuce
fraamework that can gather compputation resourcces from differrent
cluusters and run M
MapReduce jobbs across them. The applicatioons
imp
mplemented in tthis frameworkk adopt the “M
Map-Reduce-Gloobal
Reeduce” model where compuutations are exxpressed as thhree
funnctions: Map, Reduce, andd Global Redduce. The gloobal
conntroller in our framework
fr
splits the data set annd maps them oonto
muultiple “local” MapReduce cllusters to run Map and Reduuce
funnctions, and the local results are returned back
b
to the gloobal
conntroller to run the Global Reeduce function. We use resouurce
cappacity-aware alggorithm to balan
ance the workloaad among clusteers.
Wee use AutoDocck application as a test casee to evaluate the
perrformance of our frameworrk. The resultt shows that the
woorkloads are weell balanced annd the total maakespan is keptt in
minimum.
Ouur future work will address thhe data locality issue of the innput
dattasets, especiaally for dataa-intensive annd data-sensittive
com
mputing. Insteaad of moving ddata to the com
mputation, we w
will
invvestigate movinng computation to data, which might be in laarge
vollume and/or priivacy sensitive.
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